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ZIP.Left-wing filmmaker Michael Moore is out with a new report on an alleged "coup d'état" in Venezuela, claiming President
Nicolas Maduro is now the victim of an attempted "coup." On Sunday, Moore wrote that the new "coup" was being orchestrated

by "right-wing extremists." "I am now certain of it!" Moore tweeted. "A coup is going on. This was the plan: the richest 400
people of Venezuela are today in Miami, plotting a coup against the sovereign Maduro government. -El Salvador had a coup but
that was crushed (and the reign of terror and ultra-right repression in El Salvador under Reagan killed more than 200,000)." The
report says: "A little more than two months ago, the leader of Venezuela, Nicolas Maduro, after already battling cancer, believed
he could ride out a serious challenge. But then in February, a coup against him was attempted. He was freed from house arrest

and put in charge of the state, and eventually won reelection with 53% of the vote in May. "His rivals now realize they can’t take
him down that easily. They are determined to change the constitution, just as the Constitution was changed to put a fascist —

Pinochet — in power in Chile after a coup against Allende. They are frightened, and they want to open a way for change,
whether you like it or not, and they are going to be very careful. They are going to be very slow. They are not going to be

obvious. But they are going to move in the shadows. "That is why today, on the streets of Caracas, you are seeing traffic stops
and arrest of peaceful students 3da54e8ca3
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